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Transcript from November 20, 2010 to November 20, 2010
All times are Pacific Time

November 20, 2010
KTVee: RT @DeborahMersino Interested #gifted ed, differentiation? Join us for #gtchat.
We're casting vision for digital revolution in 2011
12:01 am

LesLinks: Kinda neat....http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pQItB5uoiHI&feature=related
#gtchat

12:01 am

Frazzlld: RT @DeborahMersino: Interested in #gifted education, differentiation? Join us
for #gtchat in four minutes. We're casting vision for a digital revolution in 2011

12:01 am

padgets: #gtchat maybe distracted, to day I turned ummmmm my kids are cooking a
birthday meal :-)

12:01 am
12:01 am
12:02 am
12:02 am
12:02 am
12:02 am
12:02 am
12:03 am
12:03 am

KTVee: @doctorjeff they know and they tell me "we don't get to be creative very much"
(SAD!) #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Welcome to Global #gtchat! Tonight we'll be further delving into r
individual/collective vision 4 serving #gifted in 2011! Join us! #gtchat
jofrei: Hi Jo Freitag from Gifted Resources www.giftedresources.org in Melbourne
Australia looking forward to this session #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Please take a moment to introduce yourself, your role (parent, educator,
advocate) & share where you reside. TY! #gtchat
ljconrad: Hi, from Pittsburgh! Mother of 2 gt'ers, gifted consultant & advocate, pres of
local parents' grp, and blogger for gifted parents! #gtchat
jofrei: @padgets Happy UmmBirthday! #gtchat
Susannewith3: Susanne homeschool mom to 4 kids in NC and an occasional professor to
speech comm college kids. Happy to be able to join today. :) #gtchat
padgets: @jofrei #gtchat thanks!!! :-)
DeborahMersino: I'm Deborah Mersino, moderator of #gtchat, wife/mom to 2 girls, consultant 2
gifted communities, honored 2 be tweeting w/you. In CO. #gtchat

12:03 am

Susannewith3: oh...at least my oldest 2 kids are gifted, the jury is out on the 3 and 1 year olds.
#gtchat

12:03 am

Susannewith3: Happy Birthday Padgets! #gtchat

12:03 am
12:03 am
12:03 am
12:04 am
12:04 am
12:04 am

12:04 am
12:04 am
12:04 am

LesLinks: Hey there.. Leslie Graves aka @Leslinks Lecturer/advocate/consultant and
parent gifted ed.. national & international in Ireland ;-D! #gtchat
padgets: @Susannewith3 #gtchat thanks! :-)
deepwaterscoach: RT @jofrei: @padgets Happy UmmBirthday!//I second that! #gtchat
MaryStGeorge: Happy birthday Padgets #gtchat
Dazzlld: Evening all, Karen in Dublin, I'm a parent and advocate. #gtchat
Frazzlld: Apologies for missing first chat, but was with @Dazzlld at very interesting
workshop on transforming education! http://ow.ly/3cPoF #gtchat
LesLinks: @Susannewith3 Oh yay!!! great to see family here!!! #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Welcome North Carolina, Australia, Pennsylvania, Ireland, Colorado! #gtchat
KTVee: gifted ed (grades 3-6) teacher from MO; hellllloooooo! #gtchat
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12:04 am

padgets: @DeepWatersCoach Thank you :-) #gtchat

12:04 am

ljconrad: RT @MaryStGeorge: Happy birthday Padgets #gtchat

12:04 am

deepwaterscoach: I'm Lisa Lauffer, Chief (In)Sanity Officer (life coach) to Gifted Grownups &
Parents of GT Kids. Mom to 2 GT kids (1 2e). #gtchat

12:04 am

DeborahMersino: @Frazzlld @Dazzlld - Look forward to exploring link. Glad you're here! #gtchat

12:05 am

DeborahMersino: All together now - Happy Birthday @padgets! #gtchat

12:05 am
12:05 am
12:05 am
12:05 am
12:05 am
12:05 am
12:05 am
12:05 am

MaryStGeorge: I am a parent and teacher of gifted children in NZ, teaching in face-to-face and
online withdrawal groups, ages 6-13 #gtchat
educguess: Edith, e gifted sons, counselor, CO #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: RT @padgets: @DeepWatersCoach Thank you :-)//Shall we all sing a rousing
round of "Happy Birthday" to you? #gtchat
LesLinks: Happy birthday my favorite science tweeple person... how cool.. extra chocolate
for you @gtstoogie!!... #gtchat
DeborahMersino: We had a powerful chat this morning! Looking to cast vision/ideas for 2011 and
beyond. #gtchat
Frazzlld: Catherine here in Wicklow, Ireland. Parent, advocate, blogger and support group
coordinator. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Welcome New Zealand! ;-) #gtchat
Frazzlld: RT @DeborahMersino: All together now - Happy Birthday @padgets! #gtchat

12:05 am

Susannewith3: @LesLinks :) I'm just excited to be able to make it...been so @#$* busy lately
#gtchat

12:06 am

DeborahMersino: Just to recap...at the noon/EST #gtchat, we discussed a new digital revolution
for gifted learning, advocacy & collaboration. #gtchat

12:06 am
12:06 am

jofrei: RT @DeborahMersino: We had a powerful chat this morning! Looking to cast
vision/ideas for 2011 and beyond YES #gtchat
LesLinks: @KTVee Hi!! #gtchat

12:06 am

laughingatchaos: Ack! Sorry 2 B late. Son's tutor just left. I'm Jen in CO, mom to 2 GT sons, one
is 2e. Advocate, blogger, wannabe writer. :) #gtchat

12:07 am

LesLinks: @Susannewith3 @LesLinks Ya.. sigh.. that happens with 4 little tornados... ;-D
#gtchat

12:07 am
12:07 am
12:07 am
12:07 am
12:07 am

sammorra: Hi from NJ. I'm a mom to 2 boys and a teacher with a strong background in
technology. #gtchat
ljconrad: @laughingatchaos Yea! #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Utilizing #gtchat as our springboard, we're readying to launch a soon-to-benamed global consortium focused on digital collaboration #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: RT @jofrei: RT @DeborahMersino: We had a powerful chat this morning!
Looking to cast vision/ideas for 2011 and beyond YES//me 2! #gtchat
ljconrad: @sammorra Welcome! Glad you could join us! #gtchat

12:07 am

ColoradoGKN: Michelle Eckstein, founder Gifted Kids Network, BVGT secretary, parent, BVSD
educator #gtchat

12:07 am

Susannewith3: @LesLinks you ain't whistling dixie! #gtchat

12:07 am

DeborahMersino: @KTVee - Thank you again for the incredible blog post! ;-) Glad you're here!
#gtchat

12:08 am

jofrei: @laughingatchaos is Not just wannabe writer - already a very proficient writer!
#gtchat

12:08 am

padgets: #gtchat I love you all, thank you so much!!! I am moved :-) BRavo Bravo Bravo
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Frazzlld: Woo hoo, twitter/tweetchat is working tonight! #gtchat
sammorra: @DeborahMersino Wow. That sounds great! #gtchat

12:08 am

laughingatchaos: @DeborahMersino Ok, spill the details! I missed the earlier chat! #gtchat

12:08 am

DeborahMersino: @sammorra - Happy to have you here! I especially appreciate tech lovers! ;-)
#gtchat

12:08 am

laughingatchaos: @ColoradoGKN Michelle! Long time no see! ; ) #gtchat

12:08 am

laughingatchaos: @jofrei Aw, thanks! <blush> #gtchat

12:08 am
12:09 am
12:09 am
12:09 am
12:09 am
12:09 am
12:09 am
12:09 am
12:09 am

deepwaterscoach: RT @jofrei: @laughingatchaos is Not just wannabe writer - already a very
proficient writer!//True dat! #gtchat
Susannewith3: RT @laughingatchaos: @DeborahMersino Ok, spill the details! I missed the
earlier chat! What she said. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Q1: We're going to be voting on names, but here are some that have been
tossed around. Digital World Consortium for Gifted #gtchat
reaneawilson: #gtchat what's 2nite's topic?
padgets: @LesLinks Love you too dear, thanks!!! :-) #gtchat
KTVee: @DeborahMersino you are so welcome; feeling inspired and ready to make
sure my students get what they need #gtchat
ljconrad: {{bouncing in my seat}} #gtchat
cybraryman1: My Collaboration page: http://bit.ly/9vr0uA #gtchat
LisaDSB: Popping in from Ontario Canada. Missed the noon chat and I may be only here
sporadically, but keen to hear what you all have to say #gtchat

12:10 am

DeborahMersino: Digital World Alliance for Talent Development, Digital Global Gifted Alliance.
Others? #gtchat

12:10 am

deepwaterscoach: RT @laughingatchaos: @jofrei Aw, thanks! <blush> //new avi for Twitter too,
please! You must share, Jen! #gtchat

12:10 am

ljconrad: @reaneawilson Vision for gited 2011 #gtchat

12:10 am

LesLinks: @padgets ;-D #gtchat

12:10 am

ljconrad: RT @cybraryman1: My Collaboration page: http://bit.ly/9vr0uA #gtchat

12:10 am

Frazzlld: Digital World Consortium sounds a bit Pinky and the Brain!! #gtchat

12:10 am

padgets: RT @cybraryman1: My Collaboration page: http://bit.ly/9vr0uA #gtchat

12:10 am
12:10 am
12:10 am
12:10 am
12:10 am

DeborahMersino: @reaneawilson - We're discussing our vision (individual/collective) for #gtchat
and a digital gifted revolution in 2011. :-) #gtchat
ljconrad: *gifted #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: RT @cybraryman1: My Collaboration page: http://bit.ly/9vr0uA #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Hello Canada! Glad you're here @LisaDSB. #gtchat
LesLinks: @ljconrad I'm visualising that... bouncing... ;-D #gtchat

12:11 am

ColoradoGKN: @laughingatchaos I haven't made it to a #gtchat in ages. The reports of a digital
consortium sounded so interesting I had to log in

12:11 am

deepwaterscoach: RT @Frazzlld: Digital World Consortium sounds a bit Pinky and the Brain!!//that
is actually a good argument for the name! LOL! #gtchat

12:11 am
12:11 am
12:11 am
12:11 am

laughingatchaos: @deepwaterscoach OH good God! I share those here? LOL #gtchat
jofrei: RT @ljconrad: {{bouncing in my seat}} (like Psycho Motor Dabrowski!) #gtchat
laughingatchaos: @Frazzlld What're we doing tonight Brain??? #gtchat
sammorra: @ljconrad Thanks. Looking forward to learning from all of you. #gtchat
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12:12 am
12:12 am
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educguess: RT @padgets: RT @cybraryman1: My Collaboration page: http://bit.ly/9vr0uA
#gtchat
deepwaterscoach: RT @laughingatchaos: @deepwaterscoach OH good God! I share those here?
LOL//Oh yeah, baby! #gtchat
Susannewith3: I miss Animaniacs #gtchat
ljconrad: @jofrei hahaha Yes! #gtchat
DeborahMersino: We're hoping to inspire collaboration among teachers, parents, students,
organizations, publishers, etc. to benefit gifted. #gtchat
padgets: #gtchat I have the visoes
cybraryman1: @padgets This page is for you! http://bit.ly/cPdOXC #gtchat
padgets: #gtchat sorry I meant videos :-) hee hee hee hubby gave me beer
cybraryman1: @DeborahMersino We need a mission statement #gtchat

12:12 am

deepwaterscoach: RT @Susannewith3: I miss Animaniacs//Me too. And Freakazoid. And Earth
Worm Jim... #gtchat

12:13 am

DeborahMersino: Global #gtchat will continue to grow. We're hoping to tap additional platforms
(Elluminate, podcasts, FB, other). #gtchat

12:13 am
12:13 am

KTVee: @DeborahMersino we shall be Mythbusters! :) #gtchat
sammorra: @DeborahMersino Thanks. Looking forward to learning from all of you. #gtchat

12:13 am

ljconrad: RT @KTVee: @DeborahMersino we shall be Mythbusters! :) #gtchat

12:13 am

Susannewith3: @deepwaterscoach OOOH Freakazoid "Freakame, freakayou" sighhh. ah
well...Backyardigans are nice too yeah? #gtchat

12:13 am

MaryStGeorge: @cybraryman1 go Cybraryman! #gtchat

12:13 am
12:13 am
12:13 am

jofrei: RT @DeborahMersino hoping to inspire collaboration among teachers, parents,
students, organizations, publishers, to benefit gifted. #gtchat
padgets: @cybraryman1 #gtchat Ohh how sweet!! I am so suprised!! thank you it is just
what I needed (sniff sniff)
cybraryman1: @sammorra NIce to have you joining us #gtchat

12:13 am

LesLinks: I like Digital World Alliance for Talent Development... many are moving towards
term 'Talent' rather than 'Gifted'.. softer.... #gtchat

12:14 am

jofrei: RT @KTVee: @DeborahMersino we shall be Mythbusters! :) YES #gtchat

12:14 am

deepwaterscoach: RT @Susannewith3: @deepwaterscoach OOOH Freakazoid "Freakame,
freakayou" sighhh.ah well...Backyardigans are nice too yeah?//meh ;-) #gtchat

12:14 am

DeborahMersino: Back to each of you first, tho. Q1: How do you see your role evolving in the year
ahead relative to gifted/talent development (TD)? #gtchat

12:14 am

educguess: RT @jofrei: RT @DeborahMersino hoping to inspire collaboration among
teachers, parents, students, organizations, publishers, to benefit gifted. #gtchat

12:14 am
12:14 am
12:14 am
12:14 am
12:14 am
12:14 am

cybraryman1: @LesLinks I like DWATD #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: RT @LesLinks: I like Digital World Alliance for Talent Development... many are
moving towards term Talent//DWATD? #gtchat
laughingatchaos: @DeborahMersino What's Elluminate? #gtchat
sammorra: @cybraryman1 This is my new thing. Need resources for my little dude and as
a teacher. #gtchat
Susannewith3: I'm thinking through the various terms to see if they can be put together to make
a word... #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: Let's make sure it becomes a cool acronym. #gtchat
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Susannewith3: @deepwaterscoach meh indeed #gtchat
cybraryman1: @laughingatchaos Don't laugh. My Elluminate page (web conferencint):
http://bit.ly/aPN0X9 #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @LesLinks - I like that 2. Digital World Alliance for Talent Development. Think it
could nicely dovetail w/edreform, edchat, edtech #gtchat
LesLinks: @padgets Ha.... hubby is good stoogiekins... #gtchat
MaryStGeorge: Q1 it's pretty evolved already, just need more time off! #gtchat
jofrei: RT @deepwaterscoach: Lets make sure it becomes a cool acronym. Yes it
needs to be nmemonic #gtchat

12:15 am

laughingatchaos: Q1: I want to reach out the parents who need support & connect them to the
resources/help/wine they need. #gtchat

12:15 am

deepwaterscoach: Q1: I'm abt GT grownups addressing their own issues so they can fulfill their
potential...& pass it along to the next generation. #gtchat

12:15 am
12:16 am

reaneawilson: @DeborahMersino #gtchat its funny u askd that question..I was thinkin how 2
work w/gt kids in the library
deepwaterscoach: RT @MaryStGeorge: Q1 its pretty evolved already, just need more time off!
//Amen to that! #gtchat

12:16 am

padgets: #gtchat what about GIFTED Global initiative for Talented Educational
development

12:16 am

cybraryman1: @DeepWatersCoach My Acronym page: http://bit.ly/adlXQ1 #gtchat

12:16 am

DeborahMersino: @laughingatchaos - Have heard a lot of ppl raving about Elluminate.Shared
conferencing capabilities/I'm new to it as well. #gtchat

12:16 am

laughingatchaos: @cybraryman1 totally won't laugh #gtchat

12:16 am

12:16 am

ljconrad: RT @deepwaterscoach: Lets make sure it becomes a cool acronym. // DWC
Always thinking!!! #gtchat
MaryStGeorge: @laughingatchaos Elluminate is webinar software #gtchat

12:16 am

deepwaterscoach: RT @laughingatchaos Q1: I want 2 reach out 2 parents who need support &
connect them to resources/help/wine they need.//Chocolate 2? #gtchat

12:16 am

Susannewith3: Q1: No clue yet. I'm not really in a position to affect change in this area. No
gifted programs for homeschoolers in my area,etc.:P #gtchat

12:16 am

cybraryman1: @laughingatchaos @DeborahMersino Elluminate sessions are wonderful
#gtchat

12:16 am

LesLinks: @cybraryman1 me too... #gtchat

12:16 am

chrstinef: Hi all....Sneaking in for a brief moment (very behind on edits) #gtchat

12:16 am

laughingatchaos: @deepwaterscoach and you're awesome at it! #gtchat

12:16 am

DeborahMersino: @MaryStGeorge - thank you for clarifying. #gtchat

12:17 am
12:17 am

sammorra: I see myself being more involved as a mother, educator and techie. #gtchat
Frazzlld: Q1: I need to develop confidence to get out and advocate outside my comfort
zone. #gtchat

12:17 am

jofrei: RT @padgets: #gtchat what about GIFTED Global initiative for Talented
Educational development -like that #gtchat

12:17 am

padgets: RT @padgets: #gtchat what about GIFTED Global initiative for Talented
Educational development

12:17 am

12:17 am

deepwaterscoach: RT @cybraryman1: @DeepWatersCoach My Acronym page:
http://bit.ly/adlXQ1//As I've frequently said, u have a pg for EVERYTHING! Luv it
#gtchat
Susannewith3: BAHAHA Cybraryman1 has an Acronym page, ROCK #gtchat
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has#gtchat
an Acronym
page,
#gtchat
Susannewith3: BAHAHA Cybraryman1

12:17 am

DeborahMersino: @Susannewith3 - Can you start one? #gtchat

12:17 am

laughingatchaos: @DeborahMersino I'll have to check it out! #gtchat

12:17 am

deepwaterscoach: RT @laughingatchaos: @deepwaterscoach and youre awesome at it!//Aw, thx!
I'm going even to even deeper waters, believe it or not... #gtchat

12:17 am

deepwaterscoach: RT @Susannewith3: BAHAHA Cybraryman1 has an Acronym page, ROCK//He
has a pg for everything! He's da bomb! #gtchat

12:18 am
12:18 am
12:18 am
12:18 am

DeborahMersino: @Frazzlld - You said it well. You are all linchpins! #gtchat
jofrei: RT @cybraryman1: @laughingatchaos Dont laugh. My Elluminate page (web
conferencint): http://bit.ly/aPN0X9 #gtchat
laughingatchaos: @deepwaterscoach deeper? do you have scuba equipment? ; ) #gtchat
KTVee: @Frazzlld me too! It is very hard when so many don't understand! #gtchat

12:18 am

reaneawilson: RT @jofrei: RT @deepwaterscoach cool acronym. Yes it needs to be
nmemonic #gtchat gGLIC-gifted global learning initiatives consortium

12:18 am

padgets: #gtchat i nominate @cybraryman1 for office we need him in DC

12:18 am

Susannewith3: @DeborahMersino I don't really think so. In my town there are tons of
homeschoolers but most are for religious reasons... #gtchat

12:18 am
12:18 am

12:19 am

DeborahMersino: Okay, I've heard some of you share. What about the rest? Q1: How might you
further impact gifted in the year ahead as a leader? #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: RT @laughingatchaos: @deepwaterscoach deeper? do you have scuba
equipment? ; )//I'm getting certified. Or certifiable. #gtchat
ColoradoGKN: Q1: reach out to more students from rural areas to connect them with other GT
kids. #gtchat

12:19 am

laughingatchaos: @deepwaterscoach heh #gtchat

12:19 am

DeborahMersino: @Susannewith3 - Perhaps something digitally then? ;-) #gtchat

12:19 am

DeborahMersino: @ColoradoGKN - Excellent! #gtchat

12:19 am

oddharmonic: Q1: I expect to broaden my exp as an advocate -- my child starts middle school
and I'll start with elementary again for nephew. #gtchat

12:19 am

padgets: #gtchat well I plan to educate the staff i work with so our gifted kids won't be left
alone

12:19 am

eagledawg: @DeborahMersino @laughingatchaos I teach online a lot and can offer some
assistance there, although the tools I use are pricy! #gtchat

12:19 am

chrstinef: @DeborahMersino Q1 - more books to help support GT kids, parents and
educators; as well as speaking oppotunities to broaden my reach #gtchat

12:19 am

LisaDSB: Q1 - I started a yahoo group for local parents of gifted to help with
education/advocacy efforts. Hoping to grow it in the newyear. #gtchat

12:20 am

Dazzlld: Q1 I want to be a voice for gifted in educational reform/change here in Ireland,
we are currently looking at middle school change. #gtchat

12:20 am

MaryStGeorge: @ColoradoGKN I have a great online programme for rural and isolated gifted happy to collaborate #gtchat

12:20 am

chrstinef: @DeborahMersino Q1 - including digital/global options #gtchat

12:20 am

Frazzlld: Important to inspire others to lead too. Otherwise we will burn ourselves out.
#gtchat

12:20 am

padgets: @chrstinef I loved your book!!! passing it around at school #gtchat

12:20 am
12:20 am

Susannewith3: @DeborahMersino con't I know 3 other parents of gifted but 2 won't associate
with libruls like me and the other is not interested #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @eagledawg - Well, there are loads of needs, different price points. I hope you
share/lead! #gtchat
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share/lead! #gtchat

12:20 am
12:21 am
12:21 am

LesLinks: I have potential connections that could be beneficial but need gentle & careful
fanning.. international & in some respects national #gtchat
Susannewith3: @DeborahMersino so down with that. Working with Gifted Homeschoolers
Forum to animate their letters to the editor :) #gtchat
DeborahMersino: RT @MaryStGeorge: @ColoradoGKN I have a great online programme for rural
and isolated gifted - happy to collaborate<=YES! #gtchat

12:21 am

Frazzlld: RT @Dazzlld: Q1 I want to be a voice for gifted in educational reform/change
here in Ireland. <= Me too! #gtchat

12:21 am

eagledawg: @DeborahMersino Q1 learned district is slowly killing off gifted program from
teacher yesterday! Learning more to advocate #gtchat

12:21 am
12:21 am
12:21 am
12:22 am
12:22 am
12:22 am
12:22 am
12:22 am
12:22 am
12:22 am
12:22 am
12:22 am
12:22 am

jofrei: Q1 I will continue with Gifted Resources as an information service
http://www.giftedresources.org/gr/gris.html but more online now #gtchat
chrstinef: @padgets yes??? WOO HOO!!! So glad! If you have a group of interested
parents, we can come up with some way to connect... #gtchat
laughingatchaos: @chrstinef if your future bks are as helpful & have as many strategies as the
first, that'd be AWESOME! #gtchat
MaryStGeorge: I will get back to blogging when well again, it is a useful tool. #gtchat
LesLinks: @Susannewith3 @DeborahMersino Aww.. you have me though.. and your
cousins.... #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Excellent responses to Q1. #gtchat
ljconrad: Increase frequency of blog posts, do a little presenting, support our new
Alliance! #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: RT @eagledawg: @DeborahMersino Q1 learned district is slowly killing off
gifted program! Learning more to advocate//yikes! #gtchat
eagledawg: @DeborahMersino There are sooo many factors: needs assessment 1st :) Can
email for more. Sorry @ work & can't participate more now:( #gtchat
chrstinef: @laughingatchaos THANKS I will say next one is my new fav! #gtchat
educguess: Q1 Write, speak, my experience and workshops, searches for the un-identified
youth and adults to increase gifted expression #gtchat
chrstinef: @laughingatchaos I'm a stategies junkie! #gtchat
Susannewith3: @LesLinks True true. Stupid "pond" :) I'm awesome at finding personal
resources, would LOVE face to face connections though :P #gtchat

12:22 am

DeborahMersino: @eagledawg - no worries! glad you were here for a bit! #gtchat

12:23 am

laughingatchaos: @chrstinef Of course it's your fave! : ) #gtchat

12:23 am
12:23 am
12:23 am

LisaDSB: Judging by recent series in Toronto paper, much more needs to be done to
educate public on gifted needs - not just elite programming #gtchat
DeborahMersino: RT @ljconrad: Increase frequency of blog posts, do a little presenting, support
our new Alliance! <=Hooray! #gtchat
LesLinks: @Susannewith3 @DeborahMersino Good animater you are... !!! #gtchat

12:23 am

laughingatchaos: @chrstinef parents need strategies more than ANYTHING. Well, wine. ;)
#gtchat

12:23 am

DeborahMersino: @educguess - Love your vision! #gtchat

12:23 am
12:23 am
12:23 am

deepwaterscoach: Global Digital Alliance for Gifted & Talented--GDAGT? #gtchat
Frazzlld: @ljconrad Increase frequency of blogposts?!! Wow, we are already so
impressed as it is. #gtchat
MaryStGeorge: @ColoradoGKN here is a sample lesson
http://ultranet.giftededucation.org.nz/WebSpace/214/ #gtchat
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http://ultranet.giftededucation.org.nz/WebSpace/214/ #gtchat

12:24 am

LesLinks: @Susannewith3 @LesLinks Ya.. stupid pond is right.... we could light fires we
could.. #gtchat

12:24 am

chrstinef: @laughingatchaos I totally agree! Maybe I need to write a BIG BOOK of GT
strategies. Hahaha #gtchat

12:24 am
12:24 am
12:24 am
12:24 am
12:24 am
12:25 am
12:25 am
12:25 am

DeborahMersino: @LisaDSB - As part of vision for Global Alliance, I think media advocacy will be
a critical component. Connecting online w/media. #gtchat
sammorra: Yes. Including a more informed perspective on gifted in presentations would be
a goal too. #gtchat
ljconrad: @Frazzlld Thank you! #gtchat
DeborahMersino: RT @deepwaterscoach: Global Digital Alliance for Gifted & Talented--GDAGT?
<=like #gtchat
Susannewith3: @LesLinks :D #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: Global Digital Alliance w/ Gifted. G-DAWG. LOL! #gtchat
laughingatchaos: @chrstinef Will you? PLEASE? #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: RT @laughingatchaos: @chrstinef parents need strategies more than
ANYTHING. Well, wine. ;)//And chocolate! #gtchat

12:25 am

MaryStGeorge: I have a dream of making a young writer's site aimed primarily at gifted - do you
think there would be much interest? #gtchat

12:25 am

Susannewith3: @deepwaterscoach G-DAWG... i like that one :D #gtchat

12:26 am

12:26 am
12:26 am
12:26 am
12:26 am
12:27 am
12:27 am
12:27 am
12:27 am
12:27 am

DeborahMersino: Q1: Take #gtchat 2 next level (more guest experts/faster blog
turnaround/outreach, media coverage debunking myths/collab w/edreform)
#gtchat
Dazzlld: Q1 I would like to learn globally but apply what I have learned locally. Important
to effect change on the ground in my community. #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: RT @Susannewith3: @deepwaterscoach G-DAWG... i like that one :D//I like
the acronym--the name needs work #gtchat
laughingatchaos: @deepwaterscoach @laughingatchaos @chrstinef Yes, and chocolate. ;)
#gtchat
ljconrad: I love the idea of becoming more visible on other educational chats - engage
teachers and educators #gtchat
lilnerdette: I'm tardy for the party...what's going on? #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @MaryStGeorge - Absolutely. Look at the success of #NaNoWriMo. #Gifted
kids crave it. And not only in November! #gtchat
MaryStGeorge: RT @Dazzlld: Q1 I would like to learn globally but apply what I have learned
locally. Important to effect change on the ground in my community. #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: RT @MaryStGeorge: I have a dream of making a young writers site aimed
primarily at gifted -u think there wld be much interest?//YES! #gtchat
jofrei: @MaryStGeorge Yes there would definitely be a need and interest in young
writers' site! #gtchat

12:27 am

deepwaterscoach: @lilnerdette Welcome! Welcome! WE're all in a good mood! #gtchat

12:27 am

Frazzlld: Community is a good word too, ie for inclusion in our name. #gtchat

12:27 am

DeborahMersino: @ljconrad - Couldn't agree. I like the idea of offering Professional Development
in bits/directing teachers to resources/ideas #gtchat

12:28 am

laughingatchaos: @deepwaterscoach @MaryStGeorge YES! I'd love to see a STEM type site too!
#gtchat

12:28 am

MaryStGeorge: @DeborahMersino all of ours sit exams in November so Nanowrimo is an
impossible dream for them #gtchat
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12:28 am

KTVee: we need to make a difference for the billions of kids who remain unchallenged
every. single. day. #gtchat

12:28 am

jofrei: @lilnerdette Hi!!! We are talking about how we can be an influence for #gifted
online in 2011 #gtchat

12:28 am
12:28 am

deepwaterscoach: RT @Frazzlld: Community is a good word too, ie for inclusion in our
name.//True. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @Dazzlld - I hope we all keep that in mind. SO critical. Learn globally, impact
locally. #gtchat

12:28 am

deepwaterscoach: RT @laughingatchaos: @deepwaterscoach @MaryStGeorge YES! Id love to
see a STEM type site too!//Yes! @padgets??? #gtchat

12:28 am

deepwaterscoach: RT @KTVee: we need to make a difference for the billions of kids who remain
unchallenged every. single. day.//Preach it! #gtchat

12:28 am

ljconrad: RT @DeborahMersino: @Dazzlld - I hope we all keep that in mind. SO critical.
Learn globally, impact locally. #gtchat

12:28 am

MaryStGeorge: RT @deepwaterscoach: RT @Frazzlld: Community is a good word too, ie for
inclusion in our name.//True. #gtchat

12:28 am

OpenHSofUtah: RT @KTVee: we need to make a difference for the billions of kids who remain
unchallenged every. single. day. #gtchat

12:29 am
12:29 am
12:29 am

laughingatchaos: STEM: Science Technology Engineering and Math #gtchat
peter_lydon: #gtchat Global Gifted Forum....is there one?
DeborahMersino: RT @deepwaterscoach: RT @KTVee: we need 2 make a difference 4 the
billions of kids who remain unchallenged every. single. day.<=YES #gtchat

12:29 am

ljconrad: @lilnerdette THANKS for coming! #gtchat

12:29 am

LisaDSB: RT @DeborahMersino - As part of vision for Global Alliance, media advocacy
will be critical component. //Good! It's much needed. #gtchat

12:29 am

lilnerdette: @DeepWatersCoach Yeah, um, I noticed that, but @jofrei kinda clued me in a
little more hehe. ;-) #gtchat

12:30 am
12:30 am
12:30 am
12:30 am
12:30 am
12:30 am
12:30 am

DeborahMersino: @peter_lydon - We're creating one as we speak. Check out
www.ingeniosus.net. We're going to use #gtchat as springboard. #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: @lilnerdette @jofrei Tee hee! #gtchat
MaryStGeorge: @peter_lydon yes global but not digital #gtchat
lilnerdette: @ljconrad Sure, glad to be here, albeit in a tardy fashion. #gtchat
ljconrad: RT @jofrei: @MaryStGeorge Yes there would definitely be a need and interest
in young writers site! #gtchat
KTVee: our mission needs to include that we are not about "better" for certain kids, but
about meeting needs #gtchat
Frazzlld: @peter_lydon Hello Peter! Great to see an Irish man here. And a teacher into
the bargain! #gtchat

12:31 am

LesLinks: @peter_lydon there is an advocacy alliance facebook page.. #gtchat

12:31 am

LisaDSB: RT @DeborahMersino: Look at the success of #NaNoWriMo. #Gifted kids crave
it. And not only in November! //Agreed - big hit here! #gtchat

12:31 am
12:31 am

deepwaterscoach: RT @KTVee: our mission needs to include that we are not about "better" for
certain kids, but about meeting needs//yes #gtchat
MaryStGeorge: @peter_lydon Here: https://world-gifted.org/ #gtchat

12:31 am

laughingatchaos: RT@KTVee:our mission needs 2 include that we are not about "better" for
certain kids,but about meeting needs<-Absolutely! Its wiring #gtchat

12:31 am

DeborahMersino: Q2: Back to #gtchat for a moment. Ideas for topics moving forward? Should we
touch again on some perennial topics (i.e. 2E)? #gtchat
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Frazzlld: RT @KTVee: our mission needs to include that we are not about "better" for
certain kids, but about meeting needs #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: @KTVee learning for every child everyday #gtchat
DeborahMersino: RT @KTVee: our mission needs to include that we are not about "better" for
certain kids, but about meeting needs <= agreed! #gtchat
mygiftedgirl: I'm here..late from Olive Garden. #gtchat where are we...
sammorra: Differentiation is a key word you will hear on this issue. Impacts all students.
#gtchat
LesLinks: RT @KTVee: our mission needs 2 include that we r not about "better" 4 certain
kids, but about meeting needs >= so agree meetingneeds #gtchat
ljconrad: I want to see us all connecting across the spectrum of social media - FB,
LinkedIn, Google #gtchat

12:32 am

KTVee: @DeborahMersino I think it would be beneficial to revisit topics, lots of new
names and faces here! #gtchat

12:32 am

DeborahMersino: @peter_lydon - I'm glad @MaryStGeorge clarified. Yes there is an existing
World Council for Gifted. We're creating Digital Movement. #gtchat

12:32 am

laughingatchaos: Q2: 2e. Social/emotional. STRATEGIES FOR PARENTS. Support for parents.
They tend to be forgotten; fill them to advocate. #gtchat

12:32 am

cybraryman1: I like the idea of having guest experts. #engchat does that successfully #gtchat

12:32 am

deepwaterscoach: Q2: I said this this morning--helping us grownups address and leverage our own
giftedness, then pass it along #gtchat

12:32 am
12:33 am

cybraryman1: RT @laughingatchaos: Q2: 2e. Social/emotional. STRATEGIES FOR
PARENTS. Support for parents. ...; fill them to advocate. #gtchat
LesLinks: RT @deepwaterscoach: @KTVee learning for every child everyday... agree..
most important.. #gtchat

12:33 am

DeborahMersino: @mygiftedgirl - Welcome! Q2: What topics should we look at moving forward?
Ideas? #gtchat

12:33 am

laughingatchaos: RT @ljconrad: I want to see us all connecting across the spectrum of social
media - FB, LinkedIn, Google<-YES. Reach more that way #gtchat

12:33 am

laughingatchaos: RT @deepwaterscoach: Q2: I said this this morning--helping us grownups
address and leverage our own giftedness, then pass it along #gtchat

12:33 am

DeborahMersino: RT @ljconrad: I want to see us all connecting across the spectrum of social
media - FB, LinkedIn, Google<=Couldn't agree more! #gtchat

12:33 am

LesLinks: RT @cybraryman1: I like the idea of having guest experts. #engchat does that
successfully>= could share experts cross hashtags #gtchat

12:33 am

ljconrad: @DeborahMersino I agree with GP that we should review past topics generated
for poll, but not quite winners #gtchat

12:33 am
12:33 am
12:33 am

lilnerdette: RT @deepwaterscoach: Q2: I said this this morning--helping us grownups
address and leverage our own giftedness, then pass it along #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: Q2: Talk abt how our giftedness intersects with our kids' giftedness. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: RT @cybraryman1: I like the idea of having guest experts. #engchat does that
successfully<=Me too. More coming! Send ideas 2! #gtchat

12:34 am

Susannewith3: Q2: I can think of several topics...seasonal burnout (February is a big burnout
month for schools and homeschoolers alike), #gtchat

12:34 am

DeborahMersino: RT @ljconrad: @DeborahMersino I agree with GP that we should review past
topics generated for poll, but not quite winners=Good point #gtchat

12:34 am

MaryStGeorge: @DeborahMersino It may be timely to have a session on who to connect with
digitally - brainstorm #gtchat
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jofrei: Q2 Revisit some vital perennials (2E etc) add guest experts, tackle
mythbusting, ways of helping teachers and parents collaborate #gtchat
cybraryman1: @peter_lydon Yes we definitley should get student input #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: RT @ljconrad: @DeborahMersino I agree with GP that we should review past
topics generated for poll, but not quite winners//me too #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Q2: Keep the topic ideas coming. Appreciate your ideation! #gtchat
lilnerdette: I'd love to learn more about the #gifted adult phenomenon, since that's where I'm
at right now, &then share what I learn w/others. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @MaryStGeorge - Excellent suggestion regarding digital connections as a
topic. #gtchat
Dazzlld: RT @deepwaterscoach: Q2: Talk abt how our giftedness intersects with our
kids giftedness.<= like this one! #gtchat

12:35 am

Susannewith3: Q2 flexibility and gifted ed., parent/teacher partnerships, responsibilities of
educators vs. parents love the idea of student input #gtchat

12:35 am

laughingatchaos: Q2:I'd love to see a kid-based gtchat w/parents. Maybe over winter break?
#gtchat

12:36 am

DeborahMersino: @lilnerdette - Glad you're here!! Yes, adult giftedness will be on our Twtpoll next
week! #gtchat

12:36 am
12:36 am
12:36 am
12:36 am
12:36 am
12:36 am
12:36 am
12:37 am
12:37 am
12:37 am
12:37 am
12:37 am
12:37 am
12:37 am
12:37 am
12:37 am
12:37 am
12:37 am

MaryStGeorge: @DeborahMersino Thanks :) #gtchat
chrstinef: @laughingatchaos LOVE that idea #gtchat
Susannewith3: RT @Dazzlld: RT @deepwaterscoach: Q2: Talk abt how our giftedness
intersects with our kids giftedness.<= like this one! Me too! #gtchat
DeborahMersino: RT @laughingatchaos: Q2:Id love to see a kid-based gtchat w/parents. Maybe
over winter break? <=LOVE #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: Q2: The dark side of gifted--depression, rejection, etc.--and how to avoid the
ramifications #gtchat
ljconrad: RT @lilnerdette: Id love to learn more about the #gifted adult phenomenon,
since thats where Im at right now #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Q2: I'd also like to explore additional digital tools, platforms, software,
resources. #gtchat
mygiftedgirl: @DeborahMersino Ok.. always enjoy strategies for dealing with OEs. #gtchat
topedutweets: Where do gifted students fit in with Common Core Standards? #gtchat
DeborahMersino: RT @deepwaterscoach: Q2: The dark side of gifted--depression, rejection, etc.-and how to avoid the ramifications<=Vital #gtchat
MaryStGeorge: for kid based, a digital classroom where they can preview questions may be
better #gtchat
jofrei: RT @deepwaterscoach: Q2: The dark side of gifted--depression, rejection, etc.-and how to avoid the ramifications Yes! #gtchat
cybraryman1: @DeepWatersCoach Important to discuss #gtchat
peter_lydon: #gtchat anyone using Tweetdeck?
laughingatchaos: Kid chat: they can connect w/other GT kids, under our watchful eyes. Let's
schedule. Maybe a guest expert? #gtchat
chrstinef: @deepwaterscoach can't hae enough of this! #gtchat
lilnerdette: @DeborahMersino Sweet! I think it's way more unexplored than giftedness in
children, IMHO, & since I've no kids...*shrug* :-) #gtchat
LesLinks: RT @deepwaterscoach: Q2: The dark side of gifted--depression, rejection, etc.-& how 2 avoid the ramifications.=interesting subject #gtchat
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12:37 am

cybraryman1: @peter_lydon Yes, I use TweetDeck #gtchat

12:37 am

oddharmonic: RT @DeepWatersCoach Q2: The dark side of gifted--depression, rejection, etc.-and how to avoid the ramifications #gtchat // Strongly 2nd!

12:37 am

laughingatchaos: @MaryStGeorge Oh, like that too! #gtchat

12:37 am

DeborahMersino: @peter_lydon - using TweetChat #gtchat

12:38 am
12:38 am
12:38 am
12:38 am

MaryStGeorge: speed of chat is an issue with kids, and this is fast #gtchat
reaneawilson: RT @deepwaterscoach Q2: The dark side of gifted--depression, rejection, etc.-and how to avoid the ramifications #gtchat This is vital
peter_lydon: thanks Cybraryman....can;t find the reply button (duh) #gtchat
KTVee: @DeborahMersino yes, digitally, Twitter could just be the tip of the iceberg for
us! #gtchat

12:38 am

ColoradoGKN: Q2: technology to support for 2e kids, social networking for GT kids, resources
for diverse gifted, #gtchat

12:38 am

Susannewith3: Q2 I know I've missed many chats...so forgive if i'm repeating: sibling
differences, ways to reconnect an abused/misused gift #gtchat

12:38 am
12:38 am
12:38 am

cybraryman1: @peter_lydon Enter key #gtchat
Frazzlld: @peter_lydon I use tweetchat for #gtchat
DeborahMersino: RT @KTVee: @DeborahMersino yes, digitally, Twitter could just be the tip of
the iceberg for us!<=Absolutely! #gtchat

12:38 am

KTVee: @laughingatchaos I have a Moodle in my classroom, it's free, and secure, and
was thinking g/t kids could connect!! #gtchat

12:38 am

Susannewith3: RT @MaryStGeorge: speed of chat is an issue with kids, and this is fast could
do a discussion board type set up (proboards) #gtchat

12:38 am

DeborahMersino: RT @ColoradoGKN: Q2: technology to support for 2e kids, social networking for
GT kids, resources for diverse gifted<=great! #gtchat

12:39 am
12:39 am
12:39 am

Dazzlld: @peter_lydon I do usually, but find tweetchat easier for these chats...the
tweetdeck beeping does my head in! #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: @peter_lydon Using tweetchat.com for this chat. #gtchat
MaryStGeorge: RT @Susannewith3: Q2 I know I've missed many chats...so forgive if i'm
repeating: sibling differences, ways to reconnect an abused/misused gift
#gtchat

12:39 am

laughingatchaos: RT @ColoradoGKN: Q2: technology to support for 2e kids, social networking for
GT kids, resources for diverse gifted,<-LOVE this idea #gtchat

12:39 am

laughingatchaos: @KTVee What's a Moodle? #gtchat

12:39 am

DeborahMersino: @Susannewith3 - I think we have a lot of new tweeps; therefore, it will be
important to recycle critical topics (i.e. siblings) #gtchat

12:39 am
12:39 am
12:40 am
12:40 am

cybraryman1: @KTVee @laughingatchaosMy Moodle page: http://bit.ly/btO2Oq #gtchat
peter_lydon: enter works to post but to reply to a tweet?.#gtchat...
Frazzlld: RT @ColoradoGKN: Q2: technology to support for 2e kids, social networking for
GT kids, resources for diverse gifted, #gtchat
cybraryman1: @laughingatchaos Moodle: http://bit.ly/btO2Oq #gtchat

12:40 am

DeborahMersino: @cybraryman1 does indeed have a page for EVERYTHING! love it. #gtchat

12:40 am

laughingatchaos: @DeborahMersino some topics will never end, they NEED to be revisited
#gtchat

12:40 am
12:40 am

jofrei: RT @laughingatchaos: Q2:Id love to see a kid-based gtchat w/parents.- Yes!
#gtchat
peter_lydon: actually... mouse over image #gtchat
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peter_lydon: actually... mouse over image #gtchat

laughingatchaos: RT @cybraryman1: @KTVee @laughingatchaosMy Moodle page:
http://bit.ly/btO2Oq<-LOL! Why am I not surprised!? ; ) #gtchat
jofrei: RT @Frazzlld: RT @ColoradoGKN: Q2: technology to support for 2e kids,
social networking for GT kids, resources for diverse gifted, #gtchat
ljconrad: @laughingatchaos Jen, we gotta get you up to speed, dear! :) Technology!
#gtchat

12:41 am

mygiftedgirl: @laughingatchaos the chaos never seems to end lol #gtchat

12:41 am

peter_lydon: @Dazzlld yeah!!!!!#gtchat

12:41 am
12:42 am
12:42 am

DeborahMersino: Remember, you are all Linchpins. Right now, so many challenges to gifted
movement. We need to spark much-needed collaboration! #gtchat
cybraryman1: My Tech Integration for the Gifted page: http://bit.ly/aE1Bl6 #gtchat
MaryStGeorge: If we are doing a kids thing, I can set up something a few of us can try - text
based, real time, but can see questions ahead #gtchat

12:42 am

LesLinks: @laughingatchaos @cybraryman1 @KTVee @laughingatchaosMy Moodle is
quite good.. many schools use it..safe contained learning platform #gtchat

12:42 am

DeborahMersino: For too long, parents have been left out in the cold, classroom teachers left to
handle 12 levels of kids, etc. Time.is.now. #gtchat

12:42 am
12:42 am

mygiftedgirl: Oh how about coping as a full #gifted family? When it's not just one or two in
the house... lol #gtchat
ljconrad: {{scribbles ... #edtech on scrap of paper ... for @laughingatchaos}} #gtchat

12:42 am

HoagiesGifted: RT @laughingatchaos: @KTVee: if education met gt kids needs well, it could
meet All kids needs well IMHO #gtchat

12:42 am

MaryStGeorge: and you can say whether you like the interface #gtchat

12:42 am
12:43 am
12:43 am

jofrei: Some many good and important topics being suggested! I;m wearing out my RT
button! #gtchat
sammorra: Sounds like a Ning or a community of blogger to get some of these
conversations going digitally. #gtchat
peter_lydon: @DeborahMersino seems to be a lot of resources internationally but no single
overall one-stop shop.... #gtchat

12:43 am

MaryStGeorge: what capacity does Moodle have for real time besides text chat? #gtchat

12:43 am

deepwaterscoach: RT @mygiftedgirl: Oh how about coping as a full #gifted family? When its not
just one or two in the house... lol//yes! #gtchat

12:43 am
12:44 am
12:44 am
12:44 am

DeborahMersino: Yes! You're writing future Twtpolls as we speak! #gtchat
ljconrad: Okay ... two hours is obviously not long enough! Can we comment on FB
pages? #gtchat
jofrei: RT @cybraryman1: My Tech Integration for the Gifted page: http://bit.ly/aE1Bl6
#gtchat
deepwaterscoach: RT @DeborahMersino: For 2 long, parents left out in the cold, teachers left to
handle 12 levels of kids, etc. Time.is.now.//amen! #gtchat

12:44 am

peter_lydon: Can we have a page that recommends teachers take something to speed up?...
#gtchat

12:44 am

Dazzlld: @mygiftedgirl Yes, when even the over-exciteabilities have OE's?? #gtchat

12:44 am

DeborahMersino: @peter_lydon That's exactly what we're hoping the Digital World Alliance for
Talent Development (name still to be decided) will be! #gtchat

12:44 am

laughingatchaos: @ljconrad Hey! LOL! I'M the IT in the house! ;) #gtchat

12:44 am

Susannewith3: Q2 using instead of abusing digital tech with kids education, making education
a priority instead of afterthought... #gtchat
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Frazzlld: RT @HoagiesGifted: RT @laughingatchaos: @KTVee: if education met gt kids
needs well, it could meet All kids needs well IMHO #gtchat

12:44 am

cybraryman1: I suggest using Elluminate session for a guest expert in lieu of a chat #gtchat

12:44 am

padgets: #gtchat sorry I was away, my nephews just skyped me and sang Happy
Birthday they are 3 and 2 so cute :-)

12:44 am
12:45 am
12:45 am
12:45 am
12:45 am
12:45 am

laughingatchaos: RT @mygiftedgirl: Oh how about coping as a full #gifted family? When its not
just one or two in the house... lol<-YESYESYES!!! #gtchat
jofrei: RT @cybraryman1: I suggest using Elluminate session for a guest expert in lieu
of a chat - I second that! #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @ljconrad - YES - that's what's needed. We need to jump/utilize/play/share
with multiple platforms for success. Share on FB -please! #gtchat
peter_lydon: @DeborahMersino cool...seems long name....#gtchat
deepwaterscoach: RT @laughingatchaos: @ljconrad Hey! LOL! IM the IT in the house! ;)//Me too!
& my hubby is a rocket scientist! #gtchat
laughingatchaos: RT @Dazzlld: @mygiftedgirl Yes, when even the over-exciteabilities have
OEs??<-Gah, no kidding! #gtchat

12:45 am

Dazzlld: RT @cybraryman1: I suggest using Elluminate session for a guest expert in lieu

12:45 am

of a chat <= that's a great idea #gtchat
padgets: #gtchat would love to do a STEM type site, I just have a wiki

12:45 am
12:45 am
12:45 am

deepwaterscoach: RT @padgets: #gtchat sorry I was away, my nephews just skyped me and
sang Happy Birthday they are 3 and 2 so cute :-)//aw! #gtchat
LesLinks: RT @peter_lydon: Can we have a page that recommends teachers take
something to speed up?... ;-D #gtchat
MaryStGeorge: @padgets awesome :) #gtchat

12:45 am

laughingatchaos: @deepwaterscoach bwahahahahahaha!!! #gtchat

12:46 am

DeborahMersino: @jofrei @cybraryman1 - looks like I have work to do. How exciting! #gtchat

12:46 am

DeborahMersino: @padgets - Doesn't get any better than that! #gtchat

12:46 am
12:46 am
12:46 am
12:47 am
12:47 am
12:47 am

deepwaterscoach: @laughingatchaos Just sayin'! #gtchat
ljconrad: @deepwaterscoach @laughingatchaos :D #gtchat
peter_lydon: #gtchat any international (I mean international) conference on ea?
DeborahMersino: Q4: While we're on a roll - Ideas for Guest Experts? #gtchat
padgets: #gtchat my own are 23 and 18 and just served dinner, grilled cheese and
tomato soup, yummmm my favorite
deepwaterscoach: @laughingatchaos Of course, he only recently entered the 21st century by
getting a cell phone. Can send spacecraft to Mars, but... #gtchat

12:47 am

peter_lydon: #gtchat De Bono

12:47 am

peter_lydon: #gtchat Tony Buzan

12:47 am
12:47 am
12:47 am
12:47 am
12:47 am
12:48 am
12:48 am

MaryStGeorge: doesn't have to be elluminate - lots of platforms out there, some are free #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: @DeborahMersino Did I miss Q3? #gtchat
laughingatchaos: @deepwaterscoach snort... #gtchat
Susannewith3: RT @laughingatchaos: Oh how about coping as a full #gifted family? When its
not just one or two in the house... lol<-YESYESYES!!! #gtchat
ljconrad: @DeborahMersino Q4 How about some gifted people? #gtchat
MaryStGeorge: Rosemary Cathcart on the REACH Model #gtchat
DeborahMersino: I meant Q3: Ideas for Guest Experts! (TY @DeepWatersCoach). #gtchat
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12:48 am
12:48 am
12:48 am
12:48 am

for #gtchat
- What
the Hasht…
Ideas for Guest
Experts!
(TY @DeepWatersCoach).
#gtchat
DeborahMersino: I meant Q3:Transcript
deepwaterscoach: Q3: Carol Fertig, author of Raising Your Gifted Child #gtchat
laughingatchaos: Q4: Patty Gatto-Walden. Psychologist for GT. Linda Silverman. George Betts
again. Beverly Trail. #gtchat
Frazzlld: Linda Silverman #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: RT @ljconrad: @DeborahMersino Q4 How about some gifted people?//LOL!
*snort* #gtchat
jofrei: Jo and Phil Hart have offered to give me some tutorials in moderting and
presenting in Elluminate They run serendipity chat #gtchat

12:48 am

DeborahMersino: Q3: Dream Guest Expert for #gtchat - @SirKenRobinson. #gtchat

12:48 am

laughingatchaos: RT @ljconrad: @DeborahMersino Q4 How about some gifted people?<-2e
people who thrived once out of school #gtchat

12:48 am
12:48 am
12:49 am
12:49 am

KTVee: @laughingatchaos my classroom Moodle #gtchat
http://www.greatdaytolearn.com/moodle/
Dazzlld: Jim Delisle #gtchat
LesLinks: RT @peter_lydon: #gtchat any international (I mean international) conference on
ea? Korea, Seoul in August.. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @Frazzlld - Talked to Linda Silverman in a cab to hotel at NAGC. Think I might
be able to coax. TY for suggesting! #gtchat

12:49 am

padgets: #gtchat I do not know all these wonderful people :(

12:49 am

Frazzlld: James Webb #gtchat

12:49 am
12:49 am
12:49 am
12:49 am
12:49 am
12:50 am

jofrei: RT @Frazzlld: Linda Silverman I second Linda Silverman and add Deborah Ruf
#gtchat
DeborahMersino: RT @Dazzlld: Jim Delisle<= Yes. #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: Q4: Rick Olenchak!!! Both sides of the coin--cognitive & affective #gtchat
ljconrad: @DeborahMersino Let's us him? #gtchat
Susannewith3: @DeborahMersino YES! He rocks!! #gtchat
ljconrad: James T Webb #gtchat

12:50 am

laughingatchaos: RT @Dazzlld: Jim Delisle<-Absolutely! #gtchat

12:50 am

ColoradoGKN: Robin Shader, NAGc parent specialist #gtchat

12:50 am
12:50 am
12:50 am
12:50 am
12:50 am
12:50 am
12:50 am
12:50 am
12:50 am
12:50 am
12:50 am
12:50 am
12:50 am

DeborahMersino: Yes, Rick Olenchak would be terrific. Keep the ideas coming! #gtchat
peter_lydon: @DeborahMersino Joan Freeman #gtchat
LesLinks: RT @peter_lydon: #gtchat any international (I mean international) conference on
ea? Also ECHA (European Council for High Ability) #gtchat
laughingatchaos: RT @Frazzlld: James Webb<-YES! #gtchat
ljconrad: Joseph Renuilli #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @ljconrad - Did you mean Let's ask him? #gtchat
MaryStGeorge: Tracy Riley #gtchat
laughingatchaos: @DeborahMersino That's awesome! Dr. Silverman is a rock star. #gtchat
Dazzlld: Stephanie Tolan #gtchat
Frazzlld: RT @Dazzlld: Jim Delisle /YES!! #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @ColoradoGKN - I'm a HUGE Robin Schader fan...will work on it. :-) #gtchat
MaryStGeorge: Roger Moltzen #gtchat
ljconrad: @Frazzlld great minds think alike! :) #gtchat
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12:51 am

12:51 am
12:51 am
12:51 am
12:51 am
12:51 am
12:51 am
12:51 am
12:51 am
12:51 am

12:51 am
12:51 am
12:52 am
12:52 am
12:52 am
12:52 am
12:52 am
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ljconrad: @Frazzlld great minds think alike! :) #gtchat

laughingatchaos: Q4: Ok, let's just pick a name in the GT world and yes, THAT person. ;) #gtchat
peter_lydon: @LesLinks just Eu? #gtchat
MaryStGeorge: Kate Niederer #gtchat
padgets: #gtchat I want to meet them all!!!!
KTVee: Rick Wormeli on differentiation and the "time suckage" our kids experience in
schools #gtchat
mygiftedgirl: RT @laughingatchaos: Q4: Ok, let's just pick a name in the GT world and yes,
THAT person. ;) #gtchat
laughingatchaos: Ok, sorry to duck out. Movie night w/my boys. :) Gotta go! :) LOVE this topic!
Maybe one more? #gtchat
Frazzlld: Carol Dweck #gtchat
cybraryman1: @Frazzlld and @Dazzlld #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Q3: I also want us to keep #edreform and #edtech leaders in mind. Future
belongs to them in many senses. #gtchat
peter_lydon: @Frazzlld good one #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: @laughingatchaos Yeah, let's just put all these names in a hat and pick 'em out
when we're ready for a guest! #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @laughingatchaos - Glad you were with us. Enjoy your boys! #gtchat
peter_lydon: any UN dept. dealing with ea? #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: RT @KTVee: Rick Wormeli on differentiation and the "time suckage" our kids
experience in schools//love the term! #gtchat
Frazzlld: @cybraryman1 LOL! #gtchat
jofrei: Jim Deslisle and George Betts and ... and... #gtchat

12:52 am

ljconrad: @DeborahMersino Yes, what did I say? It's not showing up on my feed. Did I
say something stupid? lol #gtchat

12:52 am

MaryStGeorge: I think to be a global chat we need to select experts from a range of countries
#gtchat

12:53 am

LesLinks: RT @DeborahMersino: @Frazzlld - Talked to Linda Silverman in a cab to hotel
at NAGC. Tell her I would love to see it too.. ;-D #gtchat

12:53 am

DeborahMersino: Helping people overcome the Twitter phobia will be somewhat of an issue with
some...but we'll get them... #gtchat

12:53 am

Frazzlld: Deborah Eyre of UK #gtchat

12:53 am

padgets: RT @MaryStGeorge: I think to be a global chat we need to select experts from
a range of countries #gtchat

12:53 am

Dazzlld: @cybraryman1 Not quite ready for the global stage I fear ;-) #gtchat

12:53 am

Susannewith3: I have to duck out early too...apparently the apple sauce has hidden from my 8
year old...and they want their 'dessert' #gtchat

12:53 am

deepwaterscoach: RT @MaryStGeorge: I think to be a global chat we need to select experts from
a range of countries//excellent point #gtchat

12:53 am
12:53 am
12:53 am
12:53 am

padgets: RT @DeborahMersino: Helping people overcome the Twitter phobia will be
somewhat of an issue with some...but we'll get them... #gtchat
peter_lydon: @padgets big issue #gtchat
MaryStGeorge: the education revolution in asia is fabulous - great speakers in Sydney #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @jofrei - That's right. I'd also like us to invite @innervation from
@GattonAcademy. He's a leader in gifted/social media advocacy. #gtchat
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12:54 am

KTVee: we need to help all teachers meet the needs of gifted kids, while trying to take
on SO much in their classrooms #gtchat

12:54 am

Dazzlld: @DeborahMersino that's where @cybraryman's suggestion of Elluminate might
work over Twitter? #gtchat

12:54 am

DeborahMersino: RT @deepwaterscoach: RT @MaryStGeorge: I think 2 be a global chat we need
2 select experts from range of countries//excellent point #gtchat

12:54 am

peter_lydon: @peter_lydon it's open source...could we make an ea twitter? #gtchat

12:54 am

deepwaterscoach: RT @DeborahMersino: Need to help ppl people overcome the Twitter phobia
...but well get them...//teach them what a force they can b #gtchat

12:54 am
12:54 am
12:54 am

DeborahMersino: @KTVee - Teacher appreciation = critical. #gtchat
MaryStGeorge: Maureen Neihart #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @Dazzlld - Thank you for that...yes! #gtchat

12:54 am

topedutweets: RT @KTVee: we need to help all teachers meet the needs of gifted kids, while
trying to take on SO much in their classrooms #gtchat

12:55 am

sammorra: RT @KTVee: we need to help all teachers meet the needs of gifted kids, while
trying to take on SO much in their classrooms #gtchat Agree!

12:55 am
12:55 am
12:55 am
12:55 am
12:55 am
12:55 am

ljconrad: RT @DeborahMersino: @jofreiId also like us to invite @innervation from
@GattonAcademy. Hes a leader in gifted/social media advocacy #gtchat
jofrei: And the Drs Eide and Davidson Institute and... #gtchat
LesLinks: RT @peter_lydon: @LesLinks just Eu? No.. Arab Emirates have group, IberoAmericano (latin) group, Asian Federation... many regions #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Wow! We've only got a few minutes left. Final thoughts everyone...Great energy
tonight! #gtchat
cybraryman1: RT @sammorra: RT @KTVee: we need to help all teachers meet the needs of
gifted , while trying to take on SO much classrooms #gtchat Agree!
ljconrad: We're over 500 tweets tonight! #gtchat

12:55 am

Dazzlld: I meant @cybraryman1 of course, I have no idea who the other cybraryman is!
#gtchat

12:55 am

padgets: #gtchat is there a wiki or resources page with all these wonderful people on it?

12:55 am
12:55 am
12:56 am
12:56 am
12:56 am

KTVee: @DeborahMersino exactly; many want to meet needs of all, but are
overwhelmed already #gtchat
peter_lydon: @LesLinks cools.....#gtchat
deepwaterscoach: RT @ljconrad: Were over 500 tweets tonight!//woot! #gtchat
sammorra: RT @KTVee: @DeborahMersino exactly; many want to meet needs of all, but
are overwhelmed already #gtchat Could not agree more.
DeborahMersino: Final thoughts: I am SO privileged to be among so many linchpins/change
agents. 2011 will be the year = digital gifted revolution. #gtchat

12:57 am

LesLinks: @peter_lydon UN dept.... no... although has been discussed from time to time
(over years) and tentitive attempts made...;-D #gtchat

12:57 am

iearnusa: RT @DeborahMersino: Final thoughts: I am SO privileged to be among so many
linchpins/change agents. 2011 will be the year = digital gifted revolution. #gtchat

12:57 am
12:57 am
12:57 am

jofrei: RT @padgets: is there a wiki or resources page with all these wonderful people
on it? Hoagies and Gifted Resources #gtchat
peter_lydon: #gtchat PTR most important in school 6-15 above that, it gets very hard to
personalise
cybraryman1: @DeborahMersino I would suggest running this idea with my good Twitter friend
Shell Terrell. She will have great ideas #gtchat
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Frazzlld: If you want to check out Elluminate, here's recording of great webinar by
@peter_lydon on classroom strategies for Gifted Learners #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @padgets - You can find many on Davidson Institute's Database - fabulous
resource. @HoagiesGifted has many expert articles 2. #gtchat
ljconrad: @DeborahMersino You have made all my gifted dreams come true! 2011 will be
our time!!! You ROCK! #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: Final thought--@DeborahMersino, you rock! You've brought us all together, &
the difference is being made NOW! #gtchat

12:58 am

KTVee: dream is for school to have a "differentiation spec" to challenge kids; just as
special services tchrs for struggling kids #gtchat

12:58 am

MaryStGeorge: Going through conference sites and journals brings up lots of names #gtchat

12:58 am
12:58 am
12:58 am
12:58 am
12:58 am
12:58 am
12:59 am
12:59 am
12:59 am

12:59 am
1:00 am
1:00 am
1:00 am
1:00 am

padgets: @DeborahMersino #gtchat thanks! will check it out :-)
DeborahMersino: @Frazzlld @peter_lydon - Can't WAIT to watch. Thank you! #gtchat
peter_lydon: @DeepWatersCoach agreed..great idea...#gtchat
jofrei: RT @cybraryman1: @DeborahMersino I would suggest running this idea with
my good Twitter friend Shell Terrell. I second that too! #gtchat
Dazzlld: RT @deepwaterscoach: Final thought--@DeborahMersino, you rock! Youve
brought us all together, & the difference is being made NOW! #gtchat
cybraryman1: This has been an extremely energized chat. You all rock! Now let's roll! #gtchat
honeynoir: RT @KTVee: we need to help all teachers meet the needs of gifted kids, while
trying to take on SO much in their classrooms #gtchat
DeborahMersino: FYI, since March, there have been more than 12,000 unique visitors to the
Ingeniosus site (which serves #gtchat). 200,000+ hits! #gtchat
Frazzlld: Oops, forgot link to the webinar: http://www.learncentral.org/event/84710
#gtchat
Dazzlld: 2011 Year of the Gifted Linchpin! #gtchat
DeborahMersino: The collaboration taking place is inspiring! Now, we're ready to take it to the
next level. Cheers to each of you! #gtchat
oddharmonic: Q3: Joan Freeman, author of Gifted Lives. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: RT @Dazzlld: 2011 Year of the Gifted Linchpin! <=Love, love, love. #gtchat
jofrei: RT @Dazzlld: 2011 Year of the Gifted Linchpin! Well said #gtchat

1:00 am

Frazzlld: RT @deepwaterscoach: Final thought--@DeborahMersino, you rock! Youve
brought us all together, & the difference is being made NOW! #gtchat

1:00 am

ljconrad: @DeborahMersino Now that's what I'm talkin' about! :D #gtchat

1:00 am

DeborahMersino: @Dazzlld - Seth Godin rocks. I'm constantly reading his books/blogs for
inspiration! ;-) #gtchat

1:00 am
1:01 am
1:01 am
1:01 am
1:02 am
1:02 am
1:02 am

KTVee: final thought: we can only move forward from here, and that forward is looking
pretty good right now! #gtchat
Frazzlld: RT @Dazzlld: 2011 Year of the Gifted Linchpin! / Yay #gtchat
DeborahMersino: That's it my tweeps! We did it. You did it. FYI, wthashtag is having issues
today. I will get a transcript up as soon as I can. #gtchat
MaryStGeorge: Heidrun Stoeger #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @ljconrad Couldn't do it without you, my energizer tweep! #gtchat
MaryStGeorge: Thanks Deborah #gtchat
ljconrad: You can also do a search on this hashtag and review the chat until transcript is
up! #gtchat
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sammorra: Great chat. I have so many links and names to check out. #gtchat

1:02 am

Frazzlld: Wow, I'm exhausted! Thank you so much everyone for an inspiring chat. Have a
great weekend. #gtchat

1:02 am

padgets: #gtchat thank you all for the birthday wishes and the great chat, LOL take care
and have a great weekend :-)

1:02 am

ljconrad: @DeborahMersino {{hugs}} #gtchat

1:02 am
1:03 am
1:03 am

DeborahMersino: Here's the Ingeniosus FB page: http://on.fb.me/difCqU Feel free to find each
other via this medium too! #gtchat
padgets: #gtchat Hugs, all around
jofrei: RT @MaryStGeorge: Thanks Deborah I second that too! And thanks to all My
seconding and Rt ing finger is all wore out! #gtchat

1:04 am

Frazzlld: @DeborahMersino Thank you especially. Another super job. You make my
Fridays! #gtchat

1:04 am

ljconrad: Dinner Theatre anyone? #gtchat

1:04 am

LesLinks: Great energy from all.. hope it can be channeled into concrete change.. keep it
up! ;-D nice talking to all... #gtchat

1:04 am
1:05 am
1:05 am
1:05 am
1:06 am
1:06 am
1:06 am

deepwaterscoach: RT @ljconrad: Dinner Theatre anyone?//why, don't mind if I do #gtstoogies
#gtchat
cybraryman1: RT @Frazzlld: @DeborahMersino Thank you especially. Another super job. You
make my Fridays! #gtchat
mygiftedgirl: Fridays are awesome with you all on #gtchat #gifted
LesLinks: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zDZFcDGpL4U #gtchat
peter_lydon: @LesLinks love that one #gtchat
jofrei: RT @ljconrad: Dinner Theatre anyone? Definitely #gtstoogies dinner theatre pic
at http://www.giftedresources.org/jo/blog/?p=1107 #gtchat
peter_lydon: thanks for your patience..#gtchat getting adjusted to tweetdeck

1:06 am

MaryStGeorge: Love many of those RSA animate videos, and TED talks too! #gtchat

1:07 am

MaryStGeorge: Well thanks all, I'm off to enjoy a Saturday afternoon in summer :) #gtchat

1:07 am
1:07 am
1:08 am
1:08 am
1:47 am
2:29 am

peter_lydon: @MaryStGeorge Sir ken did another one for TED on creativity in schools (or
not)...very interesting..must dig out link. #gtchat
LesLinks: @peter_lydon @LesLinks me too.. !! #gtchat
peter_lydon: Night..#gtchat
MaryStGeorge: @peter_lydon Yes he has done many , more on his website and on TED
#gtchat
KTVee: @sammorra great to meet you on #gtchat; do you teach g/t?
stickylearning: RT @doctorjeff: Do our children know... that not to know something is also a
gift, for a question fills the void and can launch a journey? #edchat #gtchat

2:40 am

KTVee: @sammorra awesome! I love gifted AND tech. :) Look forward to more #gtchat
with you!

2:40 am

CbnGal: RT @DeborahMersino: RT @deepwaterscoach: Global Digital Alliance for Gifted
& Talented--GDAGT? <=like #gtchat

2:42 am

CbnGal: RT @DeborahMersino: RT @ColoradoGKN: Q2: technology to support for 2e
kids, social networking for GT kids, resources for diverse gifted<=great! #gtchat

3:28 am
5:00 am

nora9999: RT @topedutweets: Where do gifted students fit in with Common Core
Standards? #gtchat
ljconrad: Sci Teachers Respond to PCAST Report | Teacher Training By Dr. Diana
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5:00 am

ljconrad: Sci Teachers Respond to PCAST Report | Teacher Training By Dr. Diana
Wehrell-Grabowski http://bit.ly/daEvyg #gtchat #edchat #gifted #scichat

5:04 am

ljconrad: Gifted education students visit University of Arkansas http://goo.gl/6KUeU
#gtchat #gifted

5:15 am

ljconrad: The STEM Education Opportunity Gap in California http://bit.ly/d5dAN2 #gtchat
#STEM #scichat #edchat

5:23 am

ljconrad: Hidden gifts: What to Know so your child isn't overlooked #gifted #gtchat
http://fb.me/Oin4XPM7

5:25 am

ljconrad: Extra-Special Education http://goo.gl/slDSg #gtchat #gifted

5:36 am

ljconrad: Winslow school board get presentation from G&T students http://bit.ly/d4vdH9
#gtchat #gifted

5:46 am

ljconrad: Minnesota Council for the Gifted and Talented (MCGT) http://www.mcgt.net/
#gtchat #gifted

8:45 am

LesLinks: http://tinyurl.com/2cmv5vm excellent blogpost on grouping by achievement
rather than by age #gtchat #gifted #edchat #elemchat #ukchat

9:47 am

audhall: RT @topedutweets: Where do gifted students fit in with Common Core
Standards? #gtchat

10:52 am

CBethM: RT @cybraryman1: I like the idea of having guest experts. #engchat does that
successfully #gtchat <- Thank you!!!

2:14 pm

Frazzlld: RT @leslinks: http://tinyurl.com/2cmv5vm excellent blogpost on grouping by
achievement rather than by age #gtchat #gifted

2:22 pm

Frazzlld: How do #gifted advocates fit with general #edreform advocates?:
http://ow.ly/3cXP8 #gtchat

2:37 pm

theolynn: One of our @ctyi2 @Techspectations kids was at #getmobile10 with his dad &
is designing an app 4 @btyste. Evidence of impact. cool. #gtchat

2:39 pm

DCULINK: RT @theolynn: @ctyi2 @Techspectations kids at #getmobile10 with his dad &
is designing an app 4 @btyste. Evidence of impact. cool. #gtchat

3:05 pm

Begabungs: RT @ljconrad: Minnesota Council for the Gifted and Talented (MCGT)
http://www.mcgt.net/ #gtchat #gifted

3:05 pm

Begabungs: RT @ljconrad: Gifted education students visit University of Arkansas
http://goo.gl/6KUeU #gtchat #gifted

3:24 pm

educguess: @DeborahMersino TY Had to run yesterday, dinner/theater commitment. Will
look at transcription later. Video conference call now. #gtchat

3:52 pm

teacher6th: Help bring more technology 2 my classroom -Easy 2 do! Yahoo! thx-please
retweet! Yahoo! Homepages 4 Homerooms http://shar.es/X1wf3 #gtchat

4:01 pm
4:18 pm
4:22 pm

Begabungs: Help us spread the word about Bavarian Center for Gifted Children & get a free
Chocolate - #global #movement for #gifted #kids #gtchat
cpoole27: Neat "Tours from above" view the world from the sky! http://bit.ly/9oMplk
#edchat #Vanmeter #cpchat #gtchat #elemchat #educon
DeborahMersino: Transcript from noon/EST 11.19 #gtchat on "Casting Vision for 2011/Digital
Revolution" http://bit.ly/bwwpse {Scroll to 5pm for start}. TY!

4:23 pm

Ron_Peck: @DeborahMersino BTW, you're awesome! Sorry I missed #gtchat but am
reading transcript.

4:23 pm

DeborahMersino: Transcript from 7pm/EST #gtchat on "Casting Vision for 2011: New Digital
Revolution" http://bit.ly/dghyMp TY 2 all who participated! #gifted

4:24 pm
4:24 pm
4:25 pm

ljconrad: Student Says Math Easy As Pi - Video - KCCI Des Moines http://t.co/XfFneN5
via @AddThis #gtchat #gifted
cpoole27: Online "sticky notes" pretty cool, very simple! http://bit.ly/9mcpXd #edchat
#vanmeter #elemchat #cpchat #gtchat
ljconrad: RT @DeborahMersino: Transcript from 7pm/EST #gtchat on "Casting Vision for
2011: New Digital Revolution" http://bit.ly/dghyMp TY 2 all who participated!
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2011: New Digital Revolution" http://bit.ly/dghyMp TY 2 all who participated!
#gifted

4:25 pm

4:25 pm

ljconrad: RT @DeborahMersino: Transcript from noon/EST 11.19 #gtchat on "Casting
Vision for 2011/Digital Revolution" http://bit.ly/bwwpse {Scroll to 5pm for start}.
TY!
Jenniferkolari: RT @DeborahMersino: Transcript from 7pm/EST #gtchat on "Casting Vision for
2011: New Digital Revolution" http://bit.ly/dghyMp

4:26 pm

AudreyFG: RT @DeborahMersino: Transcript from 7pm/EST #gtchat on "Casting Vision for
2011: New Digital Revolution" http://bit.ly/dghyMp

4:27 pm

DeborahMersino: @Ron_Peck - We missed you!! Thank you for your continued support. 2011 will
be an incredible year for us all. :-) #gtchat

4:27 pm

cpoole27: "Tech Hints" great site with a TON of resources! http://bit.ly/2hK9kC #edchat
#edtech #vanmater #cpchat #gtchat

4:27 pm

DeborahMersino: @educguess Glad you were with us for a bit. Transcripts are finally up! #gtchat

4:28 pm

DeborahMersino: @AudreyFG @Jenniferkolari - Many thanks for sharing the transcripts from
yesterday's #gtchat sessions! Hope all is well in your world!

4:30 pm
4:30 pm

tkubed: RT A future teacher's reflections on fear. http://t.co/TL4oFgF #edchat #scichat
#gtchat #PATeach #edcamp #ntchat
DeborahMersino: 1,384 tweets devoted to #gtchat this week. 103 participants! Thank you
everyone for helping cast vision for 2011. You.rock.

4:32 pm

Ron_Peck: "More than ever before, we've got the internet on our side. Some of the most
potent ed reform/dialogue is here. via @DeboraMersino #gtchat

4:41 pm

Ron_Peck: @DeborahMersino Great disscussion in #gtchat. Is thr a way 2 connect at the
district or state level? Contact through emails? Regional conf?

4:46 pm

Ron_Peck: @DeborahMersino Ok, read through archive and I'm in. Whatever I can do to
assist in our goal. I really appreciate your efforts. 8) #gtchat

4:54 pm

Begabungs: #gtchat #gifted #ntchat #parent #teacher #Interview with Dr. Monita Leavitt, Nov
19, 2010 http://t.co/3w84bS7 via @youtube

4:56 pm

Begabungs: RT @DeborahMersino: Transcript from 7pm/EST #gtchat on "Casting Vision for
2011: New Digital Revolution" http://bit.ly/dghyMp TY 2 all who participated!
#gifted

4:57 pm

eshwaranv: RT @Begabungs: #gtchat #gifted #ntchat #parent #teacher #Interview with Dr.
Monita Leavitt, Nov 19, 2010 http://t.co/3w84bS7 via @youtube

5:07 pm

GiftedHF: RT @MizzSocial: It does not do to dwell on dreams, Harry, and forget to live ~
Albus Dumbledore #quote #Harrypotter #gifted #gtchat

5:12 pm

ljconrad: RT @Begabungs: #gtchat #gifted #ntchat #parent #teacher #Interview with Dr.
Monita Leavitt, Nov 19, 2010 http://t.co/3w84bS7 via @youtube

5:13 pm

ljconrad: RT @DeborahMersino: 1,384 tweets devoted to #gtchat this week. 103
participants! Thank you everyone for helping cast vision for 2011. You.rock.

5:19 pm

Frazzlld: RT @DeborahMersino: Transcript from noon/EST 11.19 #gtchat on "Casting
Vision for 2011/Digital Revolution" http://bit.ly/bwwpse {Scroll to 5pm for start}.
TY!

5:19 pm

Frazzlld: RT @DeborahMersino: Transcript from 7pm/EST #gtchat on "Casting Vision for
2011: New Digital Revolution" http://bit.ly/dghyMp TY 2 all who participated!
#gifted

5:23 pm

davincimom: RT @GiftedHF: RT @MizzSocial: It does not do to dwell on dreams, Harry, and
forget to live ~ Albus Dumbledore #quote #Harrypotter #gifted #gtchat

5:40 pm

CelticprideHS: RT @GiftedHF: RT @MizzSocial: It does not do to dwell on dreams, Harry, and
forget to live ~ Albus Dumbledore #quote #Harrypotter #gifted #gtchat

6:17 pm

ljconrad: RT @cybraryman1: My Collaboration page: http://bit.ly/9vr0uA #gtchat

6:29 pm

LesLinks: RT @Begabungs: Help us spread the word about Bavarian Center for Gifted
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LesLinks: RT @Begabungs:
Children & get a free Chocolate - #global #movement for #gifted #kids #gtchat

6:29 pm

LesLinks: RT @DeborahMersino: Transcript from 7pm/EST #gtchat on "Casting Vision for
2011: New Digital Revolution" http://bit.ly/dghyMp TY 2 all who participated!
#gifted

6:30 pm

LesLinks: RT @Frazzlld: How do #gifted advocates fit with general #edreform advocates?:
http://ow.ly/3cXP8 #gtchat

6:30 pm

LesLinks: RT @Frazzlld: RT @leslinks: http://tinyurl.com/2cmv5vm excellent blogpost on
grouping by achievement rather than by age #gtchat #gifted

6:46 pm
7:09 pm
7:11 pm
7:14 pm

Begabungs: RT @cybraryman1: My Collaboration page: http://bit.ly/9vr0uA #gtchat
KTVee: @DeborahMersino as we grow, the opportunities for kids are growing! #gtchat
Begabungs: #gtchat #gifted Thank you for your continued support and many thanks for
sharing-->http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2zh7POgkS5U
ljconrad: RT @Begabungs: Help us spread the word about Bavarian Center for Gifted
Children & get a free Chocolate - #global #movement for #gifted #kids #gtchat

7:18 pm

KTVee: "good enough is the enemy of better and best" <-yeah, especially when it
comes to our students learning #gtchat #ecosys

7:43 pm

justintarte: Love it! RT @KTVee: "good enough is the enemy of better and best" <-yeah,
especially when it comes to our students learning #gtchat #ecosys

8:11 pm

doctorjeff: Do parents know ... that education is not about good grades, good jobs &
earning money? #gtchat #teacher they just go along 4the ride.

8:11 pm

doctorjeff: Do parents know... that elementary school #teachers are PROFESSIONALS,
and likely THE most important teachers in their child's life? #gtchat

8:12 pm

doctorjeff: Do #teachers know ... that there are so so many of us that really appreciate the
work they do, and their labor of love? #edchat #gtchat

8:33 pm

LesLinks: RT @Begabungs: #gtchat #gifted Thank you for your continued support and
many thanks for sharing-->http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2zh7POgkS5U

8:39 pm

LesLinks: @KTVee @DeborahMersino especially if we feed them chocolate...
@ljconrad... #gtchat

8:53 pm

9:11 pm
9:41 pm
10:57 pm

gregoryshea: RT @doctorjeff: Do parents know... that elementary school #teachers are
PROFESSIONALS, and likely THE most important teachers in their child's life?
#gtchat
Willis1971: RT @DeborahMersino:... #gtchat "Casting Vision for 2011: New Digital
Revolution" http://bit.ly/dghyMp ...! #gifted #hoogbegaafd
KTVee: todays kids are being trained to find one right answer, that would only be useful
if we lived in a world without problems #gtchat #lrnchat
LesLinks: Went to #iatse Irish Association for Teachers in Special Education today..
trying to get some to twitter... #gtchat #gifted #edchat #sen
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